Well its October and that means
that I have no idea what happened to most of 2017. It's been a blur and now the year
end activities are just around the corner. I hope that you
are out enjoying the largely perfect flying weather that fall
offers us, and thinking of projects for the winter. We did
have a north wind roll through that knocked out Rich's
Golden Age event, but I visited the site this morning
(Monday October 2 as I write this), and the runway surface and shade structures have come through the
30+mph gusts without any issues. That's a relief if you
ask me!
I was able to attend the Thunder over the Valley jet event
at AMOS on Saturday 9/30 and had a very nice
time. The north winds had not turned up yet and we were
treated to gentle north breezes, moderately warm temps
and gracious AMOS hosts. There was a nice mix of sport
and scale jets, ARFS and Completed kits. Good flying
and good times. As I look at their event, I wonder if we
shouldn't reconsider our jet event, perhaps as a March or
April event to kick off the season up here. There are a
line of jet events already from September to November in
California, but northern in the northern and central part of
the state before that. Maybe we can rejuvenate our old
standby event with a new calendar slot. Food for
thought.
The other aspect of events besides schedule is the event
director or contest director as AMA refers to them. We
are sorely lacking folks to drive these events. Someone
to take on the project manager role for the event, submit
paperwork if any, distribute a pdf flyer, fire off some
emails to drum up interest, and rally a few members to
help assist with those tasks. We have some folks who
have been doing it for a VERY long time and now we
have some events that have fallen off because new blood
has not filled the roles of those who are not involved anymore or have made their contributions and deserve the
chance to shed some of the responsibilities that they
have taken on. If you are interested in helping with an
event, or taking the lead with one, please contact me. I

can help with the process to become an AMA contest
director which incidentally reduces your AMA bill annually for each event that you run! Run two events and
turn in two pieces of paper for each to AMA and your
AMA dues are gratis. FREE! NADA! Sound
good? More money for fuel, servos, whatever!!! If you
aren't a CD yet, we have others like me who can hold
that procedural title and turn in the paperwork while you
manage the event logistics and work on your application.
It's time to think about elections so start working on
your campaign statements. I have not spoken to any of
the incumbents, so at this time I don't have any idea of
their intentions to serve again or not. Regardless, it's
always healthy for there to be multiple choices when it
comes to your representatives and I encourage anyone
who is interested in serving or getting involved in what
the club does and makes decisions to speak up. I have
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not made a decision about whether or not I will be able to serve as President again. I work in the East Bay most
days now, and find that it’s always a mad rush to get out of the office and wade through traffic for our meetings. The
time that I spend of the road limits the time that I have for family and fun in the workshop, so I'm weighing whether or
not to commit myself another year to the role. This year has been heavy on field infrastructure repairs and planning
now for equipment procurement that will allow us to maintain the field with less labor and greater efficiency. We will
be discussing a possible equipment purchase at
the next meeting so please consider attending to
have your voice heard.
Got a project that you are working on? I honestly
try hard to do as much business as possible during
the board meeting so that we can briefly report on
what is happening at board level, and let the meeting primarily be about modeling. Building, Flying,
Events, Safety, etc. My dream club meeting would
have 10 minutes for business and then the rest of
the time spent talking about project and show and
tells. Let's see if we can make that happen!
Look for Rich's Golden Age event to reschedule to
10/14/17 along with the Old School Jamboree.
I've attached a picture of my swap meet find. This
is an Airtronics Olympic II rudder, elevator spoiler
equipped 100" glider (left)
This was part of Cy Jaanke's estate, and I was able to
bring it home. It has been flying since 1977, and has
flown in several states, and was refinished in the late 90's
according to the detailed pencil notes inside the fuselage. I figure this will be fun for trying out one of the club
winches, or for the next time Forrest rounds up a trip to
Four Corners for some slope soaring. This one has Cy's
classic transparent orange covering on the flying surfaces,
white fuselage and Blue on the hatch for a simulated canopy. One of the cleanest builds and finishes you will find
on any model. I'm proud to fly it and take care of it in Cy's
memory.
All for now.... See you at the meeting or at the field!
Jeff
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September 11, 2017 General Meeting Minutes
Board Members/Officers present: John Eaton, Mike
Frint, Forrest Barton, Mike O'Kane, Kerry Roberson,
Doug Vice. Absent: Jeff Lovitt, Rich Geertson, Chris
Dellinger, John Lett, Monty and Linda Welch.
Meeting called to order at 1900 hours by John Eaton.
There were 12 members present. No guests or new
members.
The meeting was informal and slightly disorganized.
Most everyone at the general meeting was in attendance
during the Board meeting. We forgot to approve last
month's minutes.
New Business:
The meeting started with Sheldon Berkowitz talking
about the club training program. He wanted to address
the possibility of purchasing a laptop computer and a
RealFlight or Phoenix simulator program. He feels this
will dramatically speed up the time to learn to fly, make
things easier on an instructor and may encourage more
people to volunteer to be instructors. He suggested a
checkout/loaner system and suggests that it not be
stored at the field. Sheldon wants to ask AMA District
Ten Vice-President Lawrence Tougas for ideas but wanted the club's permission before doing so.
Doug V. added that the AMOS club certifies their students on the simulator before they fly a real aircraft.
John E. stated that maybe we could spend up to a thousand dollars for two separate computer stations and
maybe do this in conjunction with the Woodland Library.
John says that both systems should be standardized,
identical and don't need to be new. John leans towards
using RealFlight without any of the add-on programs but
Mike O. prefers the Phoenix simulator because of it's
free updating.
Mike O. also wondered if there was anything Internet
based we could use. Pete was concerned about loaning
the equipment out and the possibility that a student can
teach themselves bad habits if they don't have an instructor with them. Pete also said that we should find out
what other clubs have done. John suggested coming up
with a training syllabus.
Ken thought we got some simulators during the AMA's
TAG program but John only remembers getting planes.
Sheldon said that if a student was young that they
should have the commitment of a parent or grandparent
to be present at the field. A motion was made by Sheldon that the club instructs Sheldon to contact Mr. Tougas and do research on this. John seconded and the
motion passed without opposition. Forrest will give Sheldon the contact information for Mr. Tougas. Sheldon will
report back.

tioned in the newsletter. Also we need to fix the back
page of the newsletter to show the most current information. Also, has anyone applied to the FAA to get their
five dollars back on the drone registration fee?
Treasurer: John gave a quick report.
Chair reports: Again, not much said.
Membership: Nothing new.
Safety: John Lett was absent.
Field Chair: Field issues were addressed during the
board meeting.
Newsletter: Rich was absent.
Points: The Welch's were absent.
Website: Kerry had nothing new to report.
Upcoming Events: The swap meet is coming up Saturday, September 16. See Board meeting minutes. The
Golden Age event is to be held on Sunday October 1st,
not September 30 as previously shown.
Control Line: Meet and Meat to be held on September
16 and 17.
Float Flying: To be held October 6-8 at Lake Minden
Nominations: Next month starts nominations for club
officers.
Event reports: Mike O'Kane reports that the Helicopter
Scalemasters was hot but there were no problems.
There was a large amount of flying done.
Toilet Seat Award: Not brought up.

Old Business:
Old business was discussed during the board meeting.
Officer reports: Not much said tonight.
President: Jeff was absent.
Vice President: Rich was absent.
Secretary: Mike mentioned that the Golden Age event
was on Sunday and not Saturday as previously men-

Show and Tell:
Forrest Barton displayed his scale Kyosho Macchi M33
seaplane. Two of these airplanes were entered by Italy
in the 1925 Schneider Trophy races and were the last
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true seaplanes raced in this event. After that the racers
were all land planes fitted with floats. It was powered
with a Curtiss D12 engine mounted above the wing.
The full-scale airplane was prone to flutter. This model
was an ARF that he purchased at the AMA show swap
shop in Ontario about three years ago. It can be electric
or glow powered. Forrest has a Hobby King .46 size
electric motor with a 6S battery and 10x6-7 propeller.
The battery is mounted in the overhead engine pylon
whereas normally it would be in the fuselage. Thus, he
could balance it with no lead in the tail. The only access
to the fuselage is through the nose hatch which makes
things difficult. Some damage had to be fixed and after
a test flight he will then try to match the silver color
properly. He used Moe's input on selecting the power
package. He estimates he should be able to fly it for
eight minutes or so.

September 11, 2017 Board Meeting Minutes
Board Members/Officers present: John Eaton,
Mike Frint, Forrest Barton, Mike O'Kane, Kerry
Roberson, Doug Vice. Absent: Jeff Lovitt, Rich
Geertson, Chris Dellinger, John Lett.
Meeting called to order at 1800 hours. 9 persons
present. Two others came in towards the end.
Old Business:
The meeting started with a computer presentation
by John Eaton regarding the fence designs. He
placed diagrams/aerial photos of the field into AUTOCAD so that the measurements could be accurately calculated. The runway pilot station area
measures 134 feet from corner to corner. Forrest
suggested a two layer design-one of them being a
softer barrier type. It was determined that the time
and labor to put up the curved hanging (candy
cane shaped) fence would be too much. The board
came up with the following idea: At the pilot's line
there would be a 65.5 foot section, with a 3 to 6
foot long section set back 3 feet, then another 65.5
foot section. This would give protection from stray
aircraft coming in at an angle yet allow easy access to retrieve a stranded model from the runway.
The posts will be spaced approximately ten feet
apart. To do all the fence work we need about 282
feet of fence minimum.
Mike O'Kane made a motion to purchase 300 feet
of coated "no climb" field fence. Doug Vice seconded. A vote was taken and the motion passed with
no opposition. We already possess the posts.
Swap meet: John said that he felt we were not really prepared well for this event. John said he will
make a flyer and try to get it to R/C Country for dissemination. The cost will be ten dollars per table
for sellers. The swap will start at 8 a.m. but John
would like people there at 7 a.m. to set up tables.
He would like at least 10 people on site. The club
possesses a large amount of goods in the connex.
We won't put price tags on items and will ask people to "make an offer."
Doug Galbreath has donated things and the family
of Cy Jannke will be there. There is also a control
line contest going on this same weekend. We may
have coffee and donuts at the snack shack.
Forrest will be ordering the two rolls of runway fabric approved last month.
New Business:
There was no new business.

Meeting adjourned at 1953 hours.

Meeting adjourned at 1852 hours.
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I wasn’t satisfied with the shape of my Gee Bee bob-tail... so, out
came the 60 grit (again). I just couldn’t get past the difference in
shape between the original, and my (first) rendition. I would say that
it still isn’t a perfect copy, but close enough now that I am reasonably
satisfied with the result. It was fiberglassed and then primed, filled and sanded repeatedly until the shape was decent, then
painted with Dupi-Color Gloss White, which I discovered is not an exact match to the CARF white. My over-riding goal is to create a bob-tail, then see IF it’s going to fly… IF I get that far, matching the white and applying markings will be ‘gravy’…

I finished running-in my Saito FG-90R3 3 cylinder 90cc radial. The break-in process is a
couple of tanks (size not specified) of 15:1 mix gas/synthetic two stroke oil at very rich
settings. I spent about 90 minutes of total running time, much of it between 2500-3500
rpm, with brief blasts to full power, then back to idle, then part throttle. Now running the
20:1 mix of gas and Red Line synthetic and the carburetor high and low needles have
been adjusted for smooth throttle response. What a SWEETHEART! With the KELEO
collector ring the exhaust note has a nice deep throaty cadence. The engine is easy to
start, hot or cold, and the idle, transition and full throttle response are superb. I ran a
Mejzlik 22x10 3-blade prop for the entire break-in and it seems to handle this prop with
ease. It may actually be slightly under-propped, but that’s OK… it runs cooler.
Now working on an ACE Dick’s Dream for my
Old School RC event. IF you must know, it’s a
35” span single channel sport/trainer from the
1960’s/70’s RC era. I have acquired a Mattel
1 ch. Galloping Ghost RC system and Cox
TD .020 for power. If your first reaction is WTF, believe me, I get it! I have been asking myself the same question. But there isn’t any explaining this hobby. And I have
never been permanently attached to any single era or type of aircraft. Some models,
no matter how elementary or primitive, represent a high-point in my RC modeling experience and grab my attention for that single reason. At age 12, I and a buddy experienced our first successful solo RC flight with just such a combo, except his had the
more docile PeeWee .020 for power. Guiding that plane through an “entire tank of fuel” (3 minutes?) and then landing it within
the schoolyard was a thrill never to be surpassed, and that’s all the reason I need to build one.

Richard
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Top Flight Prop Balancer

$10



Dremel Mini Saw Attachment

$10



DuBro 1/5 scale Cub Wheels

$15



4Ks Models Baby Bombshell (.020, .049, electric) 36” span

$30
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Precision Aerobatics ADDICTION X
This plane comes with their “Bling” and Pro
packages which includes:


Carbon fiber spinner and wheelpants



CF vortex generators



Wing Bags



Hitec HS-82 metal gear mini servos w/CF servo
arms

Includes: Eagle Tree Flight stabilizer


two 2200 3S Lipos



Extra prop



Wheelpants



All instructions

Flies great. No damage

$350

Rich Geertson (707) 301-0588
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The Golden Age Fly In was MOVED to October 14th and will be held in conjunction with the Old
School RC Jamboree. Winds on the original date (Oct. 1) were gusting to 30 mph and for the
few of us who showed up at the field, just assembling and disassembling our aircraft was a
CHALLENGE! Because of the interest in the Golden Age event (this will be our 11th annual), it
was decided to move the event to the same day as the Old School RC Jamboree. I am confident
the two events will meld together quite nicely considering the similarities. And remember, Old
Timer aircraft (RC assist Free Flight) are welcome too!
October 14th is proving to be quite a busy day for aircraft events!
In years past, my two events have been scheduled in August. Although it is usually very hot, at
least we have never been blown out! Look for these events to move back to August in 2018!

WDA Sanctioned Events
Sept 16
Sept 16-17
Oct 1
Oct 6-8
Oct 14
Oct 14
Jan 1

Swap Meet
Meet n' Meat XIX (Controline)
Golden Age (MOVED to Oct. 14th)
Float Fly #2 Lake Minden
Old School R/C Jamboree
Golden Age
Chilly n' Chili 2018

Non WDA Sanctioned Contest
Sept 8-10
SAM 27 Crash & Bash - Schmidt Ranch
Sept 22-24
26th Annual Lake McSwain Float Fly
Sept 30
Thunder over Roseville - AMOS
Oct 23-27
2017 Sam Champs- El Dorado Dry Lake
Full Scale worth keeping in mind…
Sept 9, 10
California Capital Air Show
Sept 13-17
Reno Air Races
Oct 14
UNIVERSITY AIRPORT (Cal Aggies in
Davis) Annual OPEN HOUSE
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UNIVERSITY AIRPORT (KEDU) 15th Annual OPEN HOUSE

SATURDAY OCTOBER 14nd 2017 ~ 10 AM to 2PM

Where:
What:
Purpose:

West Campus, off Hopkins Road, south of Hutchison Drive
400 to 500 people. GREAT FAMILY FUN
Lots of aircraft, Unique Cars, bikes, helicopters
Let the Davis community know the airport exists.

FOOD & soft DRINK AVAILABLE

Free Sign-ups for a Drawing for a FREE INTRODUCTORY FLYING LESSON

Contact: Bill @ 530-219-0664
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WDA website

www.wdarc.org
President: Jeff Lovitt

Flight instructors:
 John Eaton

(530) 681-5316
johneaton@sbcglobal.net
 Carlos Reyes (650) 243-8894
carsii@hotmail.com

(916) 889-3300

Woodland Davis Aeromodelers
jlovitt@sbcglobal.net
42875 County Rd. 29
VP: Rich Geertson
(707) 693-9537
Davis, CA
geertson@sbcglobal.net

Jet Turbine Instructors
 OPEN

Secretary: Mike Frint (916) 895-8056
Treasurer: John Eaton

(530) 681-5316

johneaton@sbcglobal.net
Board members:
Forrest Barton

(530) 662-6324
cbarton328@aol.com

Doug Vice

(916) 949-8323
dgvice@outlook.com

Chris Dellinger

(707) 446-9647
cdellin@sbcglobal.net

Mike O’Kane
Kerry Roberson

(707) 447-2701
kroberson@jccomp.com

Membership
John Eaton
Safety Officer
Carlos Reyes
Field Maintenance
Doug Vice
Points
Linda Welch
Newsletter Editor
Richard Geertson
Web
Kerry Roberson
Club Advocacy
Lou Fox
SNACK SHACK
Ben Ponzo

(530) 681-5316

goldeneramodel.com

(650) 243-8894

carsii@hotmail.com

(916) 949-8323

dgvice@outlook.com

(707) 451-1842

loon12@aol.com

(707) 693-9537

geertson@sbcglobal.net

(707) 447-2701

kroberson@jccomp.com

Helicopter Instructor (Only):

(530) 753-9331
(916) 947-7468

 OPEN

loujfox@yahoo.com
bennet_508@hotmail.com

Woodland/Davis Aeromodelers
c/o Richard geertson
800 collier dr.
dixon, CA 95620

kaosfan@comcast.net
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